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“ The right of free expression is critical, and when
we protect it we protect so much more..”
– Peter Mansbridge, CBC News Chief Correspondent

“ Those who try to silence the likes of young
Malala Yousafzai, who so boldly stood up
to the Taliban, continue to sicken.
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May there be more Malalas
and fewer cowards with guns”
– Adrienne Arsenault, CBC News Correspondent - The National

“ No matter where the brave voice is raised or the story told,
it is our freedom too. ”
– Alison Smith, CBC News. Host of World at Six
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“ Silence, when imposed, is the
worst form of oppression. ”

JU LY
S

– Peter Armstrong, CBC News. Host of World Report

CBC News is proud to sponsor the
CJFE International Press Freedom Awards.
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

THE 15TH ANNUAL GALA:
LOOKING BACK
WELCOME TO THE ANNUAL CJFE
GALA. We are very excited to be
celebrating our 15th Gala anniversary.
Including tonight’s full house, we’ve
had more than 6,000 attendees over
the years. Those who planned our
first Gala would never have predicted
this kind of success.

Arnold Amber,
President

Annie Game,
Executive Director

4

Although the Gala is more
elaborate than in its early years, its
objectives remain essentially the
same: to honour and celebrate international and Canadian journalists for
their work and courage in defending
and promoting free expression here
and around the world, and to raise
funds for CJFE’s important work.
CJFE continues to raise
Canadians’ awareness about the
importance of their free expression
rights through public events, a robust
digital presence and the widely
respected annual CJFE’s Review
of Free Expression in Canada. We

also intervene on behalf of those whose rights have
been threatened. As a co-founder and the manager of
IFEX, CJFE is connected and contributing to a global
community of activists, and we work with others to assist
journalists in distress around the world.
Something else has grown along with CJFE: our base
of support. This is a direct result of the gifts of expertise,
time, funds and in-kind contributions of so many CJFE
sponsors and supporters. We remain immensely grateful
to our media, corporate and institutional partners, as well
as our CJFE Board of Directors and dedicated volunteers
for their hard work.
We are so pleased to pay tribute to Mae Azango and
Rami Jarrah, our 2012 International Press Freedom Award
winners, along with our other deserving honourees for
their incredible courage. Hearing their compelling stories
will serve to inspire CJFE and fuel our resolve in the year
ahead as we continue this important work.
Ask us how you can get involved at cjfe.org.

ARNOLD AMBER
PRESIDENT

ANNIE GAME
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
5

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR OF THE GALA STEERING COMMITTEE

he had just witnessed, he decided to speak to foreign media
when asked. Soon Rami was devoting his time to filming the
atrocities of the Bashar al-Assad regime and finding ways to
get those images to people around the world.

WHAT YOU DON’T
KNOW CAN HURT YOU

At the same time, in Liberia, Mae Azango publicly
exposed a network of women called the Sande who perform
a barbaric ritual, female genital mutilation, on girls. She published the story of Ma Sabah, who tells how the Sande cut
out her clitoris with a knife. For years, Mae has courageously
exposed the adversity
that women and girls in
her society face. Mae’s
reward is fear for her life.

We are all familiar with the efforts of
authoritative regimes to suppress voices and views they
find inconvenient or intimidating. We are less familiar with
the homegrown variety. But CJFE is increasingly calling out
those who would restrain free speech in our own country.
CJFE believes that “What you don’t know can hurt you.”
It is the theme of the 2012 Gala and a mantra that guides
our work. We will introduce you to people from Canada and
abroad who thought the public ought to know something,
but quickly learned that those with power disagreed.
Our International Press Freedom Awards honour
two people who spoke truth to power and are paying
a high price for it.

6

PHOTO: C BC

Rami Jarrah remembers the moment his life changed
course: he was following a protest against Syria’s government that
suddenly turned
into a bloodbath,
with soldiers
Carol Off is
chair of the
opening fire
CJFE Gala
on unarmed
Committee
and co-host
demonstrators.
of CBC Radio’s
Horrified by what
As it Happens.

There are people now
living in Canada who risked
their freedom to tell the truth.
Journalist Jiang Weiping spent
five years in a Chinese prison
after he alleged the corruption of recently disgraced
Communist Party cadre Bo
Xilai. Jiang Weiping now lives
in exile in Toronto. »

Jiang Weiping
7

Sayed Shah Sharifi spent several years interpreting for
Canadian Forces in Afghanistan. But the Canadian government didn’t believe him when he said he feared the Taliban
would kill him. Only when the Toronto Star intervened—along
with pro bono support from Toronto immigration lawyer
Lorne Waldman—did Sayed manage to find refuge here.
As Canada provided safe haven to others, journalists with
Radio-Canada’s program Enquête learned there are ways to
intimidate reporters even within a democratic country.
Alain Gravel and Marie-Maude Denis took on the most
powerful forces in Quebec, exposing the collusion between
the mafia, trade unions and municipal and provincial
governments along with their political parties. The reporters
faced multiple lawsuits and physical threats. Yet the results
of their journalism were stunning—they triggered the end of
several dynastic political careers, saw many people arrested
and provoked a major public inquiry. Our colleagues in other
countries rarely see such effects from their journalism.
Harassing lawsuits and court injunctions continue to
plague the work of the media in Canada, but we’ve also
identified a worrisome trend in hostility to the principles of
free speech from those in power. On a number of occasions,
the federal government muted the voices of Canadian
scientists whose research apparently presented an inconvenient truth. Activists who criticized Canada’s environmental
policies felt the scrutiny of the Canadian Revenue Agency
in what appears to be an effort to shut down dissent in this
country. CJFE is covering these cases.
8

In the case of Cindy
Blackstock, a First Nations
woman whose life’s work
has been to get the
Canadian government to
provide the same level of
social funding for native
children as it does for
all others in the country,
authorities have put her
under surveillance in an
attempt to discover her
“ulterior motives” instead
of addressing her concerns in any meaningful way.

Cindy Blackstock

A chill has descended on journalists, scientists,
activists and those who question the direction of government policy in Canada. Certainly, the censorship pales
in comparison to those who face death threats in Liberia,
imprisonment in China or torture in a Syrian prison. But
the effect is the same—the individual instinctively knows
to limit the impact and meaning of what they have to say.
CJFE exists because those with power so often use
the tools at their disposal to limit scrutiny, inquiry and
criticism. We believe that everyone benefits from the free
flow of ideas and information. Because what you don’t
know can hurt you.

9

INT ERNAT IONAL P RESS FREEDOM AWARD W INNE R

PH O TO : G lenna G ordon / N ew N arratives

MEDIA PROFILE supports
CJFE and the journalists
who dedicate their lives to
telling the stories that define
the world in which we live.

M ae A z ango

It was a story shrouded in secrecy and cultural
tradition, but Liberian journalist Mae Azango was determined
to tell it. In a long-held custom, Liberian girls, as young as
three, are groomed for marriage by the Sande, a secret
society. As part of the process, girls are subjected to female
genital cutting (also known as female genital mutilation
or female circumcision). There’s no anesthetic, blades are
often dull and unsterile, and only herbs are applied to the
wound. Girls may bleed heavily or go into shock, resulting in
hospitalization or death, and many face severe bleeding later
in life when they give birth. The World Health Organization
estimates nearly 60 per cent of girls and women in Liberia
have been subjected to female genital mutilation.
Unsettled by the harm done to girls (and with her nineyear-old daughter weighing heavily on her mind), Azango set

10
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out to break the silence surrounding the Sande’s practices.
Her feature, “Growing Pains,” appeared in FrontPage Africa
on March 8, 2012—International Women’s Day. But it came
at a cost. “It was the suffering of my Liberian sisters that
motivated me…to risk the anger of the Sande and report on
the health costs of female genital cutting,” Azango wrote
later that month in FrontPage Africa. “For that, I have paid
a heavy price. I now live in hiding. My family fears for their
lives. But I believe the need to talk about this subject and
find a better way to marry our traditions with the welfare of
all Liberians makes my decision to report on this right.”

P H O T O : J oanna D evane / N ew N arratives

Mae Azango
with students at
a local school.

superstitious midwife. When the war ended in 2005, there
was no tourism industry to speak of, so Azango enrolled in
a journalism course and found her calling in exposing the
adversity faced by the voiceless—women, children, slumdwellers, rape victims and others.
Her work has had a deep impact. After the threats
against Azango and FrontPage Africa garnered international
attention, the Liberian government promised to end female
genital cutting. Azango came out of hiding, and though
she still faces aggression and backlash, her commitment to
telling the stories of Liberia’s voiceless is unwavering. For
her courageous reporting, Azango is one of two winners of
the 2012 International Press Freedom Award.
Cara Smusiak is managing editor of Canadian Family magazine.

This was not the first time Azango risked backlash. She
has written about child rape, teen pregnancy, police brutality
and other taboo subjects. She continually rocks the boat,
yet journalism wasn’t her first career choice—Azango had
wanted to be a hotel manager. Her goals changed following
Liberia’s 15-year civil war. Her father, an associate justice
in Liberia’s Supreme Court, was dragged from the family
home by rebels and beaten. He later died from his injuries.
Two years later, Azango, then 18, gave birth to her first child
and barely survived due to the dangerous practices of the
12
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INTE R N ATI O N A L P R E S S F R E E DO M AWA RD WI NNER

R ami J arrah
For more information on Rami Jarrah,
visit facebook.com/ananewmedia or
follow him on Twitter @RamiJarrah and
@AlexanderPageSY.
PH O TO : A bdulla A llabwani

AT a time when the international press was barred
from covering the uprising in Syria, the dogged work of one
young citizen journalist and his fledgling media group has
given voice to a stifled community.
Born in Cyprus to Syrian activist parents and raised in the
U.K., where he studied journalism, Rami Jarrah went to Syria
in 2004 and worked as a consultant for an appliance and
electronics distribution company. It wasn’t until the early2011 Arab Spring protests in Tunisia and Egypt inspired
similar demonstrations in Syria that he put his journalism
skills to work. Jarrah filmed the protests he participated
in from the first, but it was after his second protest that he
recognized the urgent need to show the world the disintegrating situation in Syria. Arrested at the Damascus protest
on March 25, 2011, Jarrah was subjected to intimidation,
14

starvation and torture over three days at the hands of Syrian
intelligence officers. After his release, he began providing
protest footage and speaking to international media under
the pseudonym Alexander Page. Tension with his employer
over Jarrah’s refusal to participate in an event supporting
Syrian President Bashar al-Assad proved to be the last straw,
and Jarrah left his job and committed his time to exposing
Syria’s dire political situation.
Jarrah’s reports circulated widely in spite of Syria’s
attempts to restrict the flow of information to the outside
world. The Alexander Page moniker was an attempt to
protect Jarrah’s ability to report honestly and safely, but his
identity was eventually leaked to Air Force Intelligence, a
notoriously repressive arm of the State, and he was forced
to flee to Cairo with his family. Egypt was stabilizing in the
wake of its own uprising, and he felt it was the best place
in the region to continue reporting on events in Syria while
remaining in relative safety.
Jarrah and his family continue to reside in Cairo, where
he has co-founded the independent citizen press group
ANA New Media Association. Under Jarrah’s guidance, ANA
supports a network of journalists in Syria, and is aiming to
15

VOX LIBERA AWARD WINNER

provide training and equipment. In direct opposition to the
biased coverage of state-sanctioned Arabic media, ANA
provides honest accounts of citizens on the front lines of
Syria’s civil war. Major international news outlets have turned
to ANA for the striking raw footage gathered by its brave
members. ANA is moving towards greater self-sufficiency,
and is launching a radio station, ANA Radio, from Cairo.

Brendan McGeagh and Amy Johnson are Toronto-based writers.

PHO TO : CBC

Jarrah’s mission is to ensure that the voices of Syrians
are heard around the world. His story embodies the spirit of
CJFE’s International Press Freedom Award; working against
tremendous odds to produce news in the public interest,
Jarrah has risked life and liberty to tell stories that the
international community would not have otherwise heard.

D aniel
H enry

Daniel Henry is an optimist. After more than
three decades as the CBC’s go-to in-house expert on media
law, the steadfast proponent for greater transparency in
Canadian courts says he can see the day coming when
cameras in courtrooms are no longer a novelty and most
proceedings are screened via webcasts.
But “unless journalists ask for it, it won’t happen,” warns
Henry, the recipient of CJFE’s Vox Libera Award, given
to Canadians who have made important and sustained
contributions to free expression. “The system is very good
at maintaining inertia and nothing may change.”
Since the establishment of the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms in 1982, a number of watershed decisions have created solid legal footing in favour of greater
media access and freedom of expression—and Henry has
played a significant role in several of them. »
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The most significant to date, Dagenais v. Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., struck down a broadcast ban on the
film The Boys of St. Vincent. The landmark 1994 ruling by the
Supreme Court of Canada changed the common law and
established a test that places the onus on those seeking a
publication ban to prove it’s necessary.
A former professional actor who originally had an interest
in entertainment law, Henry joined the CBC’s legal team
in the late 1970s after graduating from the University of
Toronto. He was immediately thrust into working with a
who’s who of Canadian TV and radio journalists to help
them “get their stories out safely.”
In the niche field of media law, he walked a daily tightrope between journalists pushing the courts for greater
latitude in covering stories, and the legal system’s concerns
about accommodating journalists. “I was in a unique
place to mediate the concerns and point out to each the
benefits of co-operating with one another,” says Henry,
who co-founded the Canadian Media Lawyers Association
(Ad IDEM) and is an in-demand lecturer for journalists and
lawyers across the country.
Although recently retired from the CBC, he remains active
in media law through his independent practice and in various
capacities at Ad IDEM. He is still a passionate advocate for
cameras in courts—a cause that’s consumed much of his time
since 1981, when his interest was sparked by a U.S. Supreme
Court ruling that found electronic media and still photography coverage of judicial proceedings were constitutional.
18

Cameras are still rare in Canadian courts, but precedents
have been set by the work of Henry and others. For example,
the Supreme Court of Canada has broadcast most of its
hearings since the mid-1990s.
Although newsrooms and media budgets are shrinking,
Henry is confident there will always be journalists who will
fight the system when barriers to information of interest to
the public are erected.

AL
For his essential work ensuring TO
that Canadian journalists
SU
possess the tools they need to tell important stories in
PRO
the public interest, CJFE presents Dan Henry with the Vox
Libera Award.
JOURN

AL JAZEERA IS PROUD
Jennifer
Robinson
is aTHEIR
Toronto-based writer and editor.
TO
SUPPORT
CJFE IN
PROMOTION OF QUALITY
JOURNALISM WORLDWIDE.

www.aljazeera.com
www.iwantaje.net
www.facebook.com/aljazeera
@AJEnglish (twitter)

AL JAZEERA
IS PROUD
TO SUPPORT
CJFE IN THEIR
PROMOTION
OF QUALITY
JOURNALISM
WORLDWIDE.
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Tara Singh H ayer M emorial Award

ers was enormous—they were paying 35 per cent more for
construction than taxpayers did in other provinces.

Enquêt e

PHOTO: M onic Richard

In the spring of 2009, the Radio-Canada program
Enquête began a series of hard-hitting documentaries that
revealed the disturbing truth of something Quebecers
had suspected for many years: organized crime bosses
worked hand in glove with both the construction industry
and government bureaucrats who awarded highly lucrative
contracts. Enquête revealed the details of what became
known as the Fabulous 14—a group of construction
magnates who colluded to ensure all public works projects in Montreal, or indeed most parts of Quebec, were
awarded to their members. The cost to Quebec taxpay20

Quebec’s former deputy minister of transport, François
Beaudry, summed up the cold, hard truth in an interview: “It’s
the Montreal Mafia, the Italian Montreal Mafia, that controls
what happens at the city of Montreal relating to the construction of roads.” Beaudry was one of the whistleblowers
and witnesses who agreed to reveal to Enquête what they
knew about the inside workings of Quebec’s construction
industry. What journalists Alain Gravel and Marie-Maude
Denis—along with the researchers of Enquête—revealed
over several years of digging and reporting was the complex
network of criminals, construction industry companies, union
bosses, bureaucrats and even politicians at the highest levels
of Quebec’s municipal and provincial governments who
conspired to profit from the big money involved in municipal
infrastructure contracts.
Gravel and Denis coaxed testimonies out of people who
said they feared for their jobs and physical safety. But the
threats were not confined to Enquête’s sources. The RadioCanada program fended off attacks from those who would
shut down the broadcasts with lawsuits and court injunctions.
But the darkest moments for the reporters were when
they faced physical threats. Jean Pelletier, Enquête’s executive producer, told CJFE that Gravel was warned to “behave.”
“We had to take protective measures like installing alarm
systems and hiring security personnel.” Two years have
passed since the initial threats. When asked about them,
21

Gravel always says: “I am not afraid, but I am not taking
useless risks.”
The fallout from that often fraught and sometimes
dangerous reporting was spectacular: more than a dozen
arrests, political careers in tatters, people removed
from their jobs, and a public inquiry that exposed the
extraordinary scale of the corruption in Quebec’s mafia-run
construction industry.
For its determination to report on this story despite
legal threats and intimidation, CJFE is honouring Enquête
with the Tara Singh Hayer Memorial Award.
Carol Off is chair of the CJFE Gala Steering Committee
and co-host of CBC Radio’s As It Happens.

Freedom of expression. For everyone. Forever.
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CJFE’s work includes:

• The management of the global

WHAT WE DO
In 2011, CJFE celebrated its 30th year. What began as
the Centre for Investigative Journalism’s Latin America
Committee has evolved over time to become CJFE, an
independent organization that works to protect journalists,
freedom of expression and access to information in
Canada and around the world.

Vision
To achieve universal respect for and protection of the right
to free expression and access to information.

free expression network IFEX,
which has more than 80 member organizations (see page 27).
• Research and advocacy on free
expression issues in Canada
and around the world.

• Publicizing and profiling free
expression issues through
events and outreach.
• The Journalists in Distress Fund
(see page 26).
• Collaboration with other free
expression organizations.

Outreach and education
CJFE raises awareness and understanding of important free expression issues. Our website (cjfe.org) is a key component of our outreach,
education and advocacy work. Through timely, comprehensive articles,
calls to action, protest letters and event listings, we engage the
public in support of free expression. Each year, we celebrate World
Press Freedom Day and publish CJFE’s Review of Free Expression in
Canada, a unique report that reviews trends and shifts in legislation,
government policy and the work of the media to assess the state of
free expression in Canada.

Advocacy work in Canada
Mission
CJFE monitors, defends and reports on free expression
and access to information in Canada and abroad. Rooted
in the field of journalism, we promote a free media
as essential to a fair and open society. CJFE boldly
champions the free expression rights of all people, and
encourages and supports individuals and groups in the
protection of their own and others’ free expression rights.
For more information, visit cjfe.org.
Follow us on Twitter @canadacjfe.
24

Canadians are comparatively lucky: battles for freedom of expression in this country are more often fought with words in courtrooms
than with bullets and tear gas on the streets. Nevertheless, Canadians’ vital free expression rights have been challenged repeatedly in
Canada. CJFE intervenes in legal cases that we hope will lead to the
creation of better laws to protect freedom of expression across the
country. These include cases of access to information, defamation and
libel, hate speech, police impersonating journalists and protection of
sources. In 2012, CJFE collaborated with four organizations, including
the Centre for Law and Democracy, to submit a report to the UN Universal Periodic Review to express our concerns about Canada’s record
on free expression. »
25

Journalists in Distress FUND
CJFE provides humanitarian assistance to journalists who have been
attacked or threatened, usually because of their work. We also coordinate an email group of 20 international organizations that provide
distress assistance to writers and journalists, to share information and
speed up response time. Many of this year’s grants show the darker
side of some of the year’s biggest news stories, while others shine a
light on stories that didn’t make headlines. In 2012, CJFE helped a
journalist pay for an operation after he was hit by a bullet while covering protests in Cairo’s Tahrir Square. Another journalist received funds
to relocate after his home was burned down. CJFE paid for PTSD and
depression treatment for a journalist who had been covering the 2011
war in Libya. Another journalist, injured in a bombing in Mogadishu,
received funds to help his family. To date, CJFE has provided more
than $215,000 in support to journalists in distress.

“

Please do convey our thanks for this contribution also to the rest
of CJFE, it means a lot for [name withheld] and his family and we
are very glad that you could help him with the medical costs. He
will have another operation in the coming weeks... He still hopes
to regain eyesight at least for a small part but chances for that
are slim. But because of his dream to ultimately become a TV
journalist/presenter, his second great concern is that his eye will be
‘presentable’ again after this and possible future surgery.”
— Egyptian human rights organization working on
behalf of an Egyptian journalist

IFEX: THE GLOBAL NETWORK DEFENDING
AND PROMOTING FREE EXPRESSION
CJFE has been a member and the manager of IFEX since its
inception in 1992. IFEX has more than 80 member organizations
in over 60 countries. This network is connected by a commitment
to defend and promote freedom of expression as a fundamental
human right, and it advocates for the free expression rights of
all, including media workers, citizen journalists, bloggers, artists,
musicians, activists, scientists and scholars.
IFEX members bring their individual strengths and expertise to
bear on free expression issues and, through the network, are able
to collaborate, share ideas and work together in the common goal
of defending and promoting free expression. No other organization brings together such a range of international, national,
regional and local free expression groups, enhancing international
understanding of the issues and creating opportunities for
strategic advocacy work. »
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ABO U T C JFE

SCOTIABANK/CJFE FELLOWSHIP AT
MASSEY COLLEGE
In 2009, CJFE partnered with Scotiabank and
Massey College to create the Scotiabank/CJFE Fellowship
at Massey College. It is open to mid-career journalists
from South America, Central America, Mexico and the
Caribbean. The fellowship’s objective is to enhance interAmerican understanding and promote dialogue through
exploration of issues in journalism and free expression in
the Americas, in an academic setting.
“Run in tandem with the William Southam Journalism
Fellowships, the Scotiabank/CJFE Fellowship for Latin
American Journalists provides a great opportunity for
Latin American and Canadian journalists to exchange
ideas and learn from each other in a collegial setting,”
says Massey College administrator Anna Luengo. Last
year, the fellowship was extended to two semesters,
allowing the fellow to take full advantage of the Canadian
Journalism Fellows program. The fellow audits courses at
the University of Toronto, makes connections with Canadian
media and expands his or her work on a significant issue.
The fellowship is made possible by a generous grant from
Scotiabank and partnership with Massey College.
Current fellow Mary Triny Mena is an award-winning
Venezuelan investigative journalist. Over the past 13
years, she has worked in several provinces in Venezuela
as a reporter, TV anchor and producer, radio host and
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correspondent. At age 20,
she earned a journalism
degree from La Universidad
del Zulia in Maracaibo,
Venezuela. She currently
works for GLOBOVISION,
the only 24-hour news
channel in Venezuela.
Mena has reported on a
range of subjects, including
government corruption,
armed groups and other
taboo subjects. She also
presents and produces
special reports every week
for her own program, Caso
de Investigación. She
has covered presidential
Mary Triny Mena,
Scotiabank/CJFE Fellow
elections in Peru, natural
disasters and aircraft accidents in
her own country. Mena is dedicated to becoming a better
journalist and to contributing to the freedom of speech
and democratic values in Venezuela.
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ABO U T THE P H O T O S

2012 CJFE PHOTO EXHIBIT:
WHAT YOU DON’T KNOW CAN HURT YOU
IRAN AND Syria and are countries that dominate
headlines—and both are largely closed off from the outside
world by governments that fight to manage the message.
The 2012 CJFE Photo
Exhibit takes you onto the
streets of Aleppo, Syria,
and Tehran, Iran, through
the eyes of two acclaimed
photojournalists: Serbian
photographer Goran
Tomasevic and Iranian-born
Canadian photographer
Kiana Hayeri.

Goran T omasevic
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Reuters’ Tomasevic forces
us to confront the reality of
those dying in Syria, as the
world remains paralyzed.
Hayeri gives us a snapshot
of daily life for young
women in Iran, a portrait
that is a jarring contrast to
what is often portrayed as a
caricature of a country.

CJFE is grateful for the 2012 CJFE Photo Exhibit sponsorship of Henry’s and the Toronto Star. CJFE also thanks Goran
Tomasevic (blogs.reuters.com/goran-tomasevic/) and Kiana
Hayeri (kianahayeri.com) for their permission to include
photos in the 2013 CJFE Planner.

K iana Hayeri
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JOURNALISTS KILLED IN 2012
A FGH A NI STA N • Samid Khan Bhadrzai, radio station manager • B AHR AIN

columnist • Abdi Jeylani Malaq, radio journalist/comedian • Mohamud Ali

• Ahmed Ismail Hassan, camera operator • B ANGLADE S H • Meherun Runi,

Keyre, freelance journalist • Zakariye Mohamed Mohamud Moallim, camera

TV journalist • Golam Mustofa Sarowar, TV journalist • Jamal Uddin, print

operator • Abdirahman Yasin Ali, radio editor • Abdisatar Daher Sabriye, radio

journalist • B R A Z I L • Laécio de Souz, journalist • Mario Randolfo Marques

editor • Liban Ali Nur, TV editor • Hassan Yusuf Absuge, TV journalist/producer

Lopes, journalist • Paulo Roberto Cardoso Rodrigues (Paolo Rocaro), journalist

• Adbdirahman Mohamed Ali, online journalist • Ahmed Abdulahi Farah, TV

• Décio Sá, Internet/print journalist • Valério Luiz de Oliveira, radio journalist •

journalist • Ahmed Farah Ilyas, TV journalist • Mohamed Mohamud Turyare,

Eduardo Carvalho, Editor and journalist • CAMB ODIA • Hang Serei Odom,

online journalist • Warsame Shire Awae, radio journalist • SY RIA • Shukri

print journalist • D O M I N I C A N R E PUB LIC • Rosario Olivo, photojournalist

Ahmad Ratib Abu Burghul, journalist • Gilles Jacquier, journalist (French) •

• Julio Holgumn, photojournalist • ECUADOR • Byron Baldeon, freelance

Mazhar Tayyara, journalist • Rami al-Sayed, camera operator • Marie Colvin,

photographer • G A Z A • Mohammed Moussa Abu Eisheh • Mahmoud Al-Komi,

print journalist (American) • Remi Ochlik, photojournalist (French) • Anas al-

Camera operator • Hossam Salameh, Camera operator • HONDUR AS •

Tarsha, videographer • Walid Bledi, freelance journalist (British) • Naseem Intrir,

Alfredo Villatoro, radio journalist • INDIA • Chandrika Rai, journalist • Rajesh

freelance journalist (British) • Ammar Mohamed Suhail Zado, camera operator •

Mishra, journalist • Chaitali Santra, print journalist • INDONE S IA • Darma

Lawrence Fahmy al-Naimi, camera operator • Ahmed Adnan al-Ashlaq, camera

Sahlan, journalist • Leiron Kogoya, print journalist • IR AN • Sarrah Beheshti,

operator • Bassel al-Shahade, camera operator • Ahmed al-Assam, camera

online journalist • I R A Q • Kamiran Salaheddin, TV journalist • Ghazwan

operator • Ali Juburi, print journalist (Iraqi) • Falah Taha, freelance journalist

Anas, TV journalist • Ziad Tareq, TV journalist • Samir al-Sheikh, Print journalist

(Iraqi) • Mohammed Saeed, TV journalist • Hatem Abu Yehia, camera operator

• LEBA NO N • Ali Shaaban, camera operator • ME XICO • Raul Quirino

• Ali Abbas, TV editor • Mika Yamamoto, camera operator/photographer

Garza, journalist • Regina Martinez, magazine journalist • Guillermo Luna

(Japanese) • Mosaab al-Obdaallah, journalist • Tamer al-Awam, camera

Varela, photojournalist • Gabriel Huge, photojournalist • Marco Antonio Avila

operator • Yusuf Ahmed Deeb, print journalist • Adbel Karim al-Oqda, camera

Garcia, print journalist • Victor Baez, print journalist • Adrián Silva Moreno,

operator • Maya Naser, TV journalist • Mohammed al-Ashram, camera operator

journalist • NI GE R I A • Nansok Sallah, journalist • Enenche Godwin Akogwu,

• Hisham Moussali, video editor • Mohamed al-khal, Videographer • Bassel

TV journalist • PA K I S TA N • Mukkaram Khan Atif, journalist • Aurangzeb Tunio,

Tawfiq Youssef, TV journalist • Mohammed Al-Khalid, Journalist • Abdullah

TV journalist • Razzaq Gul, TV journalist • Abdul Qadir Hajizai, TV journalist

Hassan Kaake, Journalist • Moustafa Kermin, Journalist • Mona Al-Boukkour,

• Abdul Haq Baloch, TV journalist • Mushtaq Khand, TV/print journalist •

Editor-in-Chief • TANZANIA • Daudi Mwangosi, TV journalist • THA ILA N D

Rahmatullah Abid, TV journalist • P HILIPPINE S • Christopher Guarin, radio

• Wisut Tangwitthayaporn, journalist/political activist

journalist/publisher • Nestor Libaton, radio journalist • S OMALIA • Hassan
Osman Abdi, journalist • Abukar Hassan Mohamoud, radio editor • Ali Ahmed
Abdi, journalist • Mahad Salad Adan, radio/Internet journalist • Farhan Jeemis

As of Nov. 28, 2012, the total number of
journalists killed in 2012 is

101 .

Abdulle, radio journalist/columnist • Ahmed Addow Anshur, radio journalist/
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S u ppo rt CJF E
I’ll support CJFE and help advance
freedom of expression in Canada
and around the world.

YOU CAN MAKE A DONATION ONLINE AT CJFE.ORG,
OR YOU CAN FILL OUT THIS FORM
AND MAIL IT TO THE ADDRESS BELOW.

Enclosed is my donation of

$50

$25

$100

Other $

I would prefer to make a monthly donation of

$10

$20

Other $

My cheque made payable to CIFET
(Canadian International Freedom of Expression Trust) is enclosed.
PLE ASE CHAR G E M Y CR E DI T CAR D

VISA

MASTERCARD

NUMBER:
EXPIRY DATE:

SIGNATURE:

SUPPORTER INFO
NAME:
ADDRESS:

Proud sponsor of the
CJFE Annual Gala,
honouring integrity,
courage and dedication.

PHONE:
EMAIL :

RECEIPTS FOR TAX PURPOSES WILL BE ISSUED FOR ANY CONTRIBUTION OF $10 OR MORE.

P LE ASE R E TUR N TO : CJFE
555 RICHMOND ST. W, SUITE 1101, PO BOX 407
TORONTO, ON M5V 3B1

Charitable #BN 89104 3 747 RR000 1
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TH AN K Y OU
C JF E/ I FEX S ta ff

Annie Game, Executive Director
Julie Payne, CJFE Manager
Amy Johnson, CJFE Program
Coordinator
Elena Romanova, CJFE/IFEX
Office Manager
Laura Tribe, CJFE/IFEX Web and
Social Media Editor
Rachael Kay, IFEX Manager
Bryan Carney, IFEX Website and
Technology Coordinator
Leslie de Freitas,
IFEX Communications Specialist
Natasha Grzincic, IFEX Online Editor
Maureen James,
IFEX Fundraising Coordinator
Zaynah Khanbhai, IFEX Development
Outreach Coordinator
Heather Orrange, IFEX Campaigns
and Advocacy Specialist
Caro Rolando, IFEX Africa Desk
Kristina Stockwood, IFEX
Development Outreach Coordinator
Marianna Tzabiras,
IFEX Asia and Pacific Desk
Erin Woycik, IFEX Americas Desk
Hiba Zayadin, IFEX Middle East and
North Africa Desk

Gala Co- Cha ir s
Catherine Cano
Denise Donlon
Wendy Freeman
Patrick Gossage
Frank Switzer
Madeline Ziniak

Gala S t ee r i ng Comm itt ee
Carol Off (Chair)
Arnold Amber
Jet Belgraver
Jeri Brown
Annie Game
Diane Eros
Ken Faught
Amy Johnson
Jaclyn Law
Willa Marcus
Pacinthe Mattar
Anita Mielewczyk
Julie Payne
Susan Reisler
Mary Deanne Shears
Michelle Shephard
Cara Smusiak
Sarah Spinks
Anne Wright-Howard

S p eci al T hank s
C JF E B o a rd o f d i r ec t o r s
Arnold Amber (President)
Morteza Abdolalian
Bob Carty
Havoc Franklin
Peter Jacobsen
Alice Klein
Donald Livingstone
Anita Mielewczyk
Mary Deanne Shears
Michelle Shephard
Frank Switzer
Paula Todd
Anna Maria Tremonti
Philip Tunley
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Saman Aghvami, Shelley Ambrose,
Michael Au, Claudine Blais, Jeff
Breithaupt, Andrew Budziak, Prue
Clarke, Maria Cortellucci, Leslie de
Freitas, Michaël Elbaz, Danielle Gallant,
Susanne Gossage, Peter Jacobsen,
Juniper Park, Inna Kakoian, Karen Knopf,
Gigi Lau, Tim Lewis, Jackie Marchildon,
Brendan McGeagh, Media Profile, Rachel
Pulfer, Radio-Canada, Reuters, Jennifer
Robinson, Elena Romanova, ScribbleLive,
Michelle Singerman, Victor Szeto, Sharon
Tindyebwa, Jen Wilson, Diana Zlomislic
…and to all of CJFE’s wonderful volunteers
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Friends of Roy Bennett &
University of King’s College
School of Journalism

Photography isn’t just
about pushing buttons,

congratulate

Rami Jarrah
&

Mae Azango
Winners of this year’s
International Press Freedom Awards
and other brave journalists who
continue the fight for press freedom.

UNIVERSITY OF

KING’S
COLLEGE • HALIFAX

it’s about pushing boundaries.

Henry’s supports the CJFE and honours
those courageous photographers who
are pushing boundaries the World over.

www.henrys.com
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Responsibility means
the world to us
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a fundamental part of the way Scotiabank
does business and an essential element of our success.
We want to acknowledge the CJFE and reporters around the word who work
tirelessly and fearlessly in the pursuit of truth and the ful lment of their profession.
Scotiabank recognizes the profound implications of living in an increasingly
interconnected world and we understand that to succeed, we must act in a manner
that is environmentally, economically and socially responsible.
For more information on Scotiabank’s CSR activities, please visit: www.scotiabank.com
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* Trademark of the Bank of Nova Scotia, used under license (where applicable)

